
*1 - Time
*2 - Date
*4 - Repeater Temp
*5 - Link Radio Temp
*6 - Outside Temp
*7 - System Voltage
*9 - Full Status

*99 - Site Normal
*91 - Site  Reset

*411 - Repeater ID
*412 - CARES Info
*413 - Morse ID

*11 - Enable Repeater
*10 - Disable Repeater

Autopatch (408)-973-0139
*28# + 11 digit # - Dials autoP.
*82 - Answer reverse patch
# - Hang up autopatch

*21 - Connect Link Radio
*20 - Disconnect Link Radio
*22 - Query link state
*23 - 1 hour link-off timer

Set Link channel
*500 - Recall link channel
*501 - TAC1  147.570 PL151.4
*502 - TAC2  144.460 PL151.4
*503 - 147.495 PL151.4
*504 - 146.520 PL151.4
*505 - TAC5  147.585 PL151.4
*506 - 145.790 PL151.4
*507 - 146.535 PL151.4

CARES W6TDM Repeater – 440.150(+) PL 100.0

Always ID before AND after entering any control codes!
www.cupertinoares.org

I Not Felt Except by a very few under especially favorable conditions
II Weak Felt only by a few persons at rest, especially on upper floors of buildings
III Weak Felt by persons indoors, standing motor cars may rock slightly.  Vibrations 

similar to the passing of a truck.  Duration estimated.
IV Light Felt indoors by many, outdoors by few, awakened at night, dishes, windows, 

doors disturbed; walls make cracking sound. Standing motor cars rock.
V Moderate Felt by nearly everyone; many awakened  some dishes, windows broken.  

Unstable objects overturned.  Pendulum clocks may stop.
VI Strong Felt by all.  Some heavy furniture moved or overturned.  Dishes, glassware, 

books fall off shelves.  Weak plaster, adobe buildings cracked.  Damage slight
VII V.Strong Damage in poorly built or badly designed structures.  Some chimneys broken. 

Plaster, loose bricks, stones, tiles, unbraced parapets and porches fall.
VIII Severe Considerable damage, partial collapse. Chimneys fall.  Wood-frame houses 

moved on foundations if not bolted down.  Tree branches broken.
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